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Yoga and Kayaking are two ancient traditions that have been around for thousands of years. Today the two
disciplines compliment one another quite well.

Our Yoga Kayaking Trip combines sea kayaking with yoga practice in the beautiful Diaporos island in
Vourvourou bay, aiming to enhance your awareness of the natural world around you through a guided kayak
eco trip and up lifting yoga class. The stunning coastline of the island with its sandy and secluded beaches,
clean blue waters and tranquil location makes this an ideal place to practice Yoga. Our experienced yoga
instructor Ourania Patronopoulou (Yoga Instructor Senior Teacher Level 3 - International Yoga Federation) will
help us to incorporate yoga, stretching and mindfulness into our day, complementing our kayaking. There will be
no set session times or durations but will rather be designed based on the needs, desires and abilities of the
group as well as weather conditions and paddling opportunities to ensure the right mix for everyone.

After a quick briefing and kayaking lesson on the beach, the first part of this adventure starts with a paddle to
one of the sandy south beaches of Diaporos island where we will enjoy a relaxing and rejuvenating yoga class.
Usually you will begin with morning salutations to the sun, awakening and energizing the body preparing for a
day on the water. Each asana promotes flexibility, strength, balance and coordination. 
After the Yoga class we have plenty of time for swimming and snorkeling on the crystal blue waters of Diaporos
island. The mountain views are stunning and the guides have lots of interesting info to share. We will end our
experience with a peaceful paddle back through the Vourvourou bay, heading to our kayak base where we will
drink and snack on replenishing nutritious refreshments (our famous fresh and energetic fruit and vegetables
smoothie drink).

No kayaking or yoga experience is necessary. This trip is open to people of all experience levels and
abilities. The idea is to blend excellent kayaking with the many benefits of yoga including physical fitness but
also general well-being and relaxation. Pair this with the expert knowledge and skill of our kayaking guides, great
food, great new friends all in a stunning area on the Sithonia peninsula of Halkidiki and nirvana is not far away.

Please note that the exact details of your trip will depend on both the weather conditions and the other people
in the group. In case of bad weather cancellation, you will be provided with an alternative trip at the same cost or
you will be fully refunded. There is a minimum number of 2 participants required for the implementation of this
Yoga Kayaking trip. Sea Kayak Halkidiki reserves the right to postpone or cancel the trip in case of non
completion of the required number of participants.

Basic Info 
Departure: 09: 00 - Arrival:  12: 00  
Price per person: 60 € 
Trip distance:  about 3 Km  
Kayaking Activity level:  Easy  
Suitability:  Suitable for all / No previous Yoga or Kayaking experience required

Discounts: 
Group discount: 10% off (for 4 adults and more) 
Children 7-12 years old: 50% off (if accompanied by at least 1 adult) 



Children 4-6 years old: Free (must be accompanied by 2 adults)

Yoga Kayaking Trip Highlights  
- Hatha Yoga certified Instructor  
- Learn basics of yoga and get introduced to concepts of Hatha Yoga, BKS Iyengar style and ifluence.  
- Practise yoga by the sea 
- Explore Diaporos island nature by a sea kayak and swim in crystal blue waters 
- Find your own secluded beach and get in balance with nature

What you should have with you: 
- Hat 
- Sun cream 
- Towel  
- Swimsuit 
- Sunglasses

Sea Kayak Halkidiki will provide: 
- All Sea Kayak equipment: boat, paddle, life jacket, waterproof bags  
- Yoga mats and blocks  
- Snorkeling equipment (goggles and respirators) 
- BCU trained and certified guide 
- Hatha Yoga certified Instructor  
- Bottle of Water  
- Light snack with fresh fruits 
- Complimentary photographs from the activity from the trip (waterproof camera ) 
- Liability insurance 
- All taxes

For your Yoga Kayaking trip, please come about 30 mins earlier your scheduled departure at our Sea Kayak
Center in Vourvourou, Sithonia Halkidikis. Click here to find detailed driving directions.

Also, here you can find information in order to prepare for your trip.

At a glance

3 hours
2 – 16 guests
Does not include pick up and drop-off
Available on certain datesView Calendar
Guide speaks: English, German, Romanian, Greek
Cancellation

http://%20//www.%20seakayakhalkidiki.%20gr/about-us/driving-directions/
http://%20//www.%20seakayakhalkidiki.%20gr/day-trips/prepare-for-your-trip/
https://www.anyguide.com/tours/yoga-and-sea-kayaking#

